News release

Risk Reminder to AEEI Investors
This is a risk reminder to our respectable investors around the world.
You may have noticed the latest SEC regulation.
The Securities and Exchange Commission (SEC) amended Rule 15c2-11 under the Securities
Exchange Act of 1934 on September 15, 2020. It asks an Over-the-Counter (OTC) listed stock
to present transparent financial information to protect the investors — to complete the filing
with SEC. It also regulates how broker-dealers initiate or resume pricing quotations for
certain securities traded in the OTC markets. OTC Markets have policies to respond the
change. TD Ameritrade also reminds us of the risk of liquidation and transaction.
We noticed the requirements and are trying our best to find the right CPA and PCAOB to
solve the problem by September 28, 2021. We are also contacting SEC about the application
for an extension by both phone calls and emails and asked the administrator what we can do
if we can’t find qualified and affordable CPA and PCAOB agent to help on time. In one word,
we are not sure the filing can be completed by the deadline of Sept. 28, 2021, nor sure that
the approval of extension by SEC will be permitted. This is the risk of the stock.
As you know, AEEI experienced a long, long hard time. It has not filed the regular annual and
quarterly financial statements from 2003 — almost 18 years. The reasons are far more than
pandemic. However, we began to restart the business from the end of this April. We have
tried M&As from February 2018 to date but they are NOT so easy to satisfy both parties so I
got my AEEI shares back which were transferred to the owner of the target combination
business and from the potential partner. We have a vision to start from our Department of
Investment regardless of the acquisition status — assume no M&A opportunity by the end of
2021. Therefore, AEEI has to grow up by itself. For more details, our website www.1aeei.com
provides the latest information about the company.
Once again, we remind you of the risk of the investment in our stock.
If you keep with us, it may be from a very small business that is full of uncertainty in the
future.
At present, the No.1 task is to complete the filing with SEC.
If you have any information, please don’t hesitate to contact us. Here is the information:
Mailing address: Office: 14 Wall Street, Office 2090, New York, NY 10005
Direct line: (212) 618-1315
Email: info@1aeei.com
Website: http://www.1aeei.com

The officers of the company would like to express the most sincere gratitudes to you —our
investors — our shareholders.
Wenyi Yu, Ph.D.
President, Director, CEO, and Controlling Shareholder
Representing American Environmental Energy, Inc. (symbol: AEEI)

